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Abstract
Compressor stall is a catastrophic breakdown of the flow in a compressor, which can lead to a loss of engine power, large pressure transients in the inlet/nacelle and engine flameout. The implementation of active or passive strategies for controlling rotating stall and surge can significantly extend the stable operating range of a compressor without substantially sacrificing performance. It is crucial to identify the dynamic changes occurring in the flow field prior to rotating stall and surge in order to successfully control these events. Generally, pressure transducer measurements are made to capture the transient response of a compressor prior to rotating stall. In this investigation, Digital Particle Imaging Velocimetry (DPIV) is used in conjunction with dynamic pressure transducers to simultaneously capture transient velocity and pressure measurements in the non-stationary flow field during compressor surge. DPIV is an instantaneous, planar measurement technique which is ideally suited for studying transient flow phenomena in high speed turbomachinery and has been used previously to successfully map the stable operating point flow field in the diffuser of a high speed centrifugal compressor. Through the acquisition of both DPIV images and transient pressure data, the time evolution of the unsteady flow during surge is revealed.

1.0 Introduction
Turbomachines are used in a wide variety of engineering applications for power generation, pumping and aeropropulsion. The need to reduce acquisition and operating costs of aeropropulsion systems drives the effort to improve propulsion system performance. Improving the efficiency in turbomachines requires understanding the flow phenomena occurring within rotating machinery. In addition to improving efficiency at design conditions, work is also in progress to investigate compressor stall. Compressor stall is a catastrophic breakdown of the flow in a compressor, which can lead to a loss of engine power, large pressure transients in the inlet/nacelle and engine flameout. The distance on a performance map between the operating point of a compressor and its stall point is referred to as the “stall margin”. Stall margin is required to account for increased clearances within the compressor caused by throttle transients and component deterioration with age. Optimal engine designs tend towards minimal stall margins since modifications to increase the stall margin typically result in heavier, less efficient and less loaded compressors. However, if instead active or passive stall control is employed, stable operation over a wider range of flow conditions (improved stall margin) can be obtained with a minimal loss in performance as
demonstrated by Weigl et al. (1997). The instantaneous flow field capture capability of DPIV is well suited to the task of studying the change in flow conditions surrounding the development of stall precursors, stall cell propagation and eventually compressor surge.

Digital PIV provides near real-time flow field measurements through the use of refined data processing techniques combine with advances in CCD sensor technology. Digital PIV is a planar measurement technique wherein a pulsed laser light sheet is used to illuminate a flow field seeded with tracer particles small enough to accurately follow the flow. The positions of the particles are recorded on a digital CCD camera at each instant the light sheet is pulsed. In high-speed flows, pulsed Nd:YAG lasers are required to provide sufficient light energy (~100mJ/pulse) in a short time interval (<10 nsec) to record an unblurred image of the particles entrained in the flow. The data processing consists of either determining the average displacement of the particles over a small interrogation region in the image or the individual particle displacements between pulses of the light sheet. Knowledge of the time interval between light sheet pulses then permits computation of the flow velocity. While each processing technique has some inherent benefits, the appropriate choice depends on the characteristics of the flow and the recorded image quality.

Numerous researchers have employed various PIV techniques to study the unsteady flows in rotating machines. Paone et al. (1988) used PIV to make blade-to-blade plane velocity measurements in a centrifugal compressor. Although not a rotating machine application, Bryanston-Cross et al. (1992) described photographic PIV measurements obtained in a transonic turbine cascade rig. The light sheet illumination was introduced via an 8.0 mm diameter hollow turbulence generating bar which was already part of the experimental rig. Rothlubbers et al. (1996) used digital PIV to study the flow in a radial pump. Low seed particle concentrations were identified as not suitable for rotating machine studies, where high spatial resolution measurements are required. Oldenburg and Pap (1996) used a digital PIV setup to investigate the flow field in the impeller and volute of a centrifugal pump. The lab scale facility used water as the working fluid and a transparent impeller. Gogineni and Goss (1997) have described a two-color DPIV technique, which should be applicable to turbomachinery. A high resolution (3000×2000 pixel) single CCD sensor color camera is employed to record the particle images at two instances in time on a single CCD image frame using red and green illumination pulses. Day-Treml et al. (1998) used a high resolution (2000×2000 pixel) digital camera to obtain DPIV measurements of rotor-stator interactions in a low speed turbine facility. Again a light sheet probe was used to introduce the light sheet into the flow and the measured velocities were on the order of 30 m/s. Bryanston-Cross et al. (1997) performed particle tracking measurements of the high speed flow in the stator trailing edge region of a transonic axial compressor blowdown facility. Wernet (1997) obtained high spatial resolution DPIV measurements in the rotor blade passage of a transonic axial compressor. Wernet (1998) also employed DPIV to obtain both time-averaged and instantaneous velocity maps in the diffuser region of a stable operating high speed centrifugal compressor.

A complete 2-D DPIV velocity mapping campaign in the diffuser region of a 431 mm diameter, 4:1 pressure ratio centrifugal compressor operating at stable conditions has recently been completed. The results will be used to augment previous surveys obtained using Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) in both the diffuser and impeller regions, Skoch et al. (1997). The DPIV measurements have been obtained from 6 to 95 percent span, which is closer to the diffuser hub
than was possible using LDV. Both the DPIV and LDV data are being used to assist in computational fluid dynamics code validation. These DPIV measurements of the stable operating point of the compressor were used to generate time-averaged, phase stepped velocity vector maps. In this paper we present results from the simultaneous capture of instantaneous flow field data along with dynamic pressure measurements to diagnose the range of flow conditions experienced during surge.

Many researchers have investigated the area of active stall control in axial compressors. Paduanano et al. (1993) demonstrated the first use of active stall control to increase the operating range of compressors by oscillating the inlet guide vanes in a low speed axial compressor. Day (1993) used pulsed air injection to successfully extend the operating range on a low speed axial compressor. Weigl et al. (1997) demonstrated the use of controlled air injection in a transonic axial compressor resulting in an extension of the surge margin by over 17. The work of Oakes et al. (1999) on a low speed centrifugal compressor equipped with air injection for active stall control showed that rotating stall precursors occurring in the impeller region were largely responsible for the stall and surge cycle. Unsteady air injection was used to squelch the rotating stall events and lower the stalling mass flow of the compressor with minimal injection. Since active control strategies used at low speed may not be directly applicable in high speed compressors, due to compressible modes and the influence of the diffuser on surge and stall, it is not clear whether the approach used by Oakes et al. (1999) would be successful in a high speed centrifugal as well.

In all of these compressor stall and active stall control investigations, dynamic pressure data was primarily used to document the changes occurring in the compressor flow. Without detailed measurements of the flow, the use of dynamic pressure data restricts the researchers to a cause and effect analysis. The pressure characteristics are used to document the compressor behavior with and without stall control, and can be used only to infer what is actually happening in the flow and why one stall control approach has only a minimal effect while another has a more dramatic effect. In this work we demonstrate that DPIV is an invaluable tool for diagnosing the actual changes in the flow field during stall/surge events. Application of DPIV to active stall control studies should offer a wealth of insight into the actual mechanisms leading to stall and in the evaluation of the different stall control algorithms, and should therefore significantly reduce the time required to understand and implement an active stall control system. The next phase of this research investigation will utilize the information gained from the DPIV measurements to optimize the air injection locations for active stall control in the high speed centrifugal compressor.

2.0 Compressor Facility, Optical Access and Light Sheet Delivery
The centrifugal compressor is a Rolls Royce-Allison design that was scaled to a flow size of 4.54 kg/s from the original size of 1.66 kg/s. The impeller and vaned diffuser were designed to produce a pressure ratio of 4:1 at the design mass flow. The standard day corrected speed for the design flow condition is 21,789 rpm with an exit tip speed of 492 m/s. The inlet relative Mach numbers on the suction surface range from 0.9 at the tip to 0.45 at the hub. The absolute Mach number at the impeller exit is 0.87. The impeller contains 15 main blades with 15 splitter blades and has 50 degrees of backsweep from radial at the discharge. The splitter blade leading edge, located at 30 percent of the main blade chord, is offset slightly toward the main blade suction surface to provide an even flow split. The inlet tip diameter is 210 mm and the inlet blade height...
is 64 mm. The exit diameter is 431 mm and the exit blade height is 17 mm. The vaned diffuser consists of 24 two-dimensional wedge vanes with the leading edges located at a radius ratio of 108 percent relative to the impeller exit. The diffuser has an overall area ratio of 2.75 with a total divergence angle of 7.8°. The diffuser exit radius is 363 mm and dumps directly into a 90° annular bend. The nominal operating impeller exit clearance is 0.4 mm, or 2.4 percent of the passage height at the exit. The static temperature at the diffuser throat is 108 °C based on the total temperature of 198 °C, measured using thermocouples in the hub wall, and the PIV measured absolute flow velocity of 300 m/s. The compressor flow is subsonic under stable operating conditions where the absolute local speed of sound at the diffuser throat is 357 m/s based the estimated static temperature. The compressor can be driven into stall by backpressuring the compressor via the collector valve. The compressor enters stall at a mass flow rate just below 4.26 kg/s.

A test-rig cross section showing the flow path through the impeller and diffuser can be seen in figure 1, while figure 2 shows a frontal view of the impeller and diffuser. The rig casing is designed to accept 4 separate window frame inserts, each containing a different set of windows with interspersed locations to provide access all along the flow path from the impeller entrance to the diffuser. Figure 1 shows two small diameter LDV optical access ports in the forward insert. The port located furthest upstream, which is denoted in figure 1, was used to obtain PIV measurements of the flow entering the impeller. The port is 25 mm in diameter and has a centerline location 25 mm upstream of the impeller leading edge. Most of the PIV data were obtained using the large window port (70×70 mm) located over the impeller exit/diffuser section of the compressor, as shown in figures 1 and 2. There is insufficient space near the compressor rig for the PIV CCD camera to view the illuminated flow passage directly. A mirror mounted at 45° to the illumination plane is therefore used to provide the CCD recording camera with a view of the illuminated diffuser flow passages.

A compact light sheet delivery system was constructed using a periscope type configuration, as discussed by Wernet (1997). The pulsed Nd:YAG beam is directed down the bore of the tube which contains light sheet forming optics and a 45° turning mirror. The periscope probe has an outside diameter of 12.7 mm and utilizes 8 mm diameter optics (256 mm focal length spherical and -102 mm focal length cylindrical lenses) to form the Nd:YAG laser beam into a laser sheet of approximately 13×1 mm. The distance from the probe to the measurement location is approximately 240 mm. An articulated light arm with mirror joints was used to couple the beam from the Nd:YAG laser to the probe. Use of the light arm simplifies the coupling of the Nd:YAG beam to the periscope and also adds an increased level of safety to the installation since the beam is entirely enclosed when outside of the compressor casing. There is a tendency for the laser beam path to wander depending on the orientation of the light arm. Some care must be taken to ensure that the laser beam travels down the center of the light arm to properly couple light into the probe. The light sheet delivery probe has been successfully used to deliver 125 mJ pulsed illumination into the compressor passages. The light sheet exits the probe through a sealed window, which keeps the optics inside the probe protected from contamination by seed material.

The small diameter periscope probe is inserted through the compressor casing downstream of the diffuser vanes at the 90° bend in the collector, as shown in figure 1. Five insertion holes were
machined into the collector housing to permit illumination of four different diffuser vane passages. The four illuminated diffuser vane passages are successively higher in the optical viewport window, providing access to both the pressure and suction sides of the diffuser passages and the space between the exit of the impeller and the diffuser, see figure 2. Moving the probe in and out through the collector housing changes the spanwise location of the illumination plane. The insertion holes were machined so that approximately half of the probe diameter was recessed in the housing wall. These insertion locations ensure that the light sheet probe does not disturb the flow at the actual measurement location, nor does it choke the flow through the diffuser vanes.

The compressor casing was fitted with dynamic pressure transducers (three 340 kPa and one 100 kPa Kulite transducers) at four locations. The transducer circumferential locations are referenced in degrees from top-dead-center, proceeding in a clock-wise direction. The center of the optical access viewing port is located at 270°. The locations of the three 340 kPa Kulite transducers are indicated in figure 2. Two transducers were located in the vaneless space between the impeller and the vaned diffuser (from 100 to 108 percent of the impeller radius). Transducer #1 was located at 343° and #2 was located at 35°. Transducer #3 was located in the diffuser throat at 43° from top-dead-center. Transducer #4, a 100 kPa Kulite which is not shown in figure 2, was located 25 mm upstream of the impeller at 338° from top-dead-center, at the same axial location as the centerline of the forward most LDV optical access port shown in figure 1. Only four transducers were used during these initial measurements, due to the concern over seed particle contamination. However, no degradation of the dynamic pressure transducers resulting from the flow seeding has been observed in the course of this work.

In order to measure the incipient stalling mechanisms, dynamic pressure measurements of the stall precursors were collected in the centrifugal compressor facility before the DPIV measurements were obtained. Dynamic pressure data were collected over a matrix of mass flows and rotational speed combinations. The measurements were obtained around the circumference of the compressor from transducers mounted in the compressor casing ahead of the impeller, in the vaneless passage, and in the diffuser throat. These measurements illustrated that rotating stall cells travel at approximately 25 to 33 percent of the impeller rotational speed. Measurements also indicate that at 70 percent speed and below stall begins in the impeller region, whereas at design speed stall originates in the diffuser.

3.0 Seeding

Seeding the high temperature and high speed flow encountered in the diffuser is a challenging task. In a previous LDV velocity mapping program conducted in this centrifugal compressor facility, a seeding system was specifically designed to enable measurements in the high temperature flows encountered in the diffuser region, Skoch et al. (1997). Attempts to use PolyStyrene Latex spheres (PSL) failed due to the seed material collecting and then melting on the optical access ports. Instead a technique employing pH stabilized dispersions of alumina in ethanol was used, Wernet and Wernet (1994). The dispersions of alumina were injected into the facility via two commercial spray nozzles mounted in the plenum tank, approximately 10 meters upstream of the impeller. The specific gravity of the alumina powder is 3.96 and the particle size distribution has a mean of 0.7 µm and a standard deviation of 0.2 µm. The concentration of
alumina powder used in the dispersions was approximately 25 grams/liter. A side benefit of the
alumina seeding is that it does not have a tendency to adhere to the optical access ports, permitting
long rig run times without contamination of the view ports.

The frequency response and particle lag distance behind an oblique shock for various seed
materials has been reported by Melling (1997). Using Melling’s results, the seed particles used
here would have a frequency response on the order of 3 kHz. The alumina particles have adequate
flow following attributes for the flow field characteristics to be encountered in the stable operating
point centrifugal compressor flow.

4.0 Image Acquisition and Data Processing

Electronic image acquisition based PIV has been demonstrated to provide adequate spatial
resolution velocity measurements in the narrow flow passages encountered in turbomachinery.
Another advantage of electronic image acquisition is near real-time feedback of the experimental
parameters such as: laser pulse energy; seed particle concentration; assessment of flare light from
blade surfaces and camera inter-exposure time. Use of a 1008x1016 pixel, “frame-straddling”
CCD camera enables acquisition of single exposure image pairs which can be processed using the
cross-correlation technique. Cross-correlation data reduction is the optimal data reduction
 technique for DPIV since it offers directionally resolved velocity vectors and the maximum
dynamic range in the velocity measurements. The accuracy of the velocity estimates is inversely
proportional to the particle displacement between exposures. The maximum displacement is
restricted to ¼ of the correlation subregion size; hence using a correlation subregion size of
32x32 pixels yields a maximum measurable displacement of 8 pixels. The correlation peak
location can nominally be estimated to within 0.1 pixels, yielding measurement errors on the order
of 1 percent of full scale for 32x32 pixel subregion processing. For more details of the PIV
technique, hardware and data reduction strategies see Raffel et al. (1998).

An electronic shaft angle encoder triggered from a once-per-rev signal on the impeller drive
shaft was used to trigger image acquisition and laser firing, permitting DPIV data to be reliably
recorded from a selected blade passage of the impeller under stable operating conditions.
Increasing or decreasing the trigger delay time enabled collecting velocity vector maps at different
impeller phasing positions relative to the diffuser vanes. The camera image acquisition and laser
firing were all software controlled via a commercial synchronizer. The DPIV control and data
acquisition computer was located next to the compressor rig. Remote operation was accomplished
through the use of a commercial remote computer control box, which enables a remotely located
monitor, keyboard and mouse to control the DPIV computer from the facility control room.

The image acquisition software used in the DPIV system enables acquisition of a single image
frame pair or alternatively, a sequence of image frames. Efficient data acquisition was achieved by
acquiring 100 frame sequences (50 frame pairs) into the computer’s memory and saving them
directly to the hard disk. Correlation processing of the images was performed off-line after the
experiment was completed. Using the once-per-rev signal to trigger the DPIV system resulted in
an image acquisition rate of approximately 8 frame pairs/sec. Images were written to the hard drive
at the rate of 1 per second.
The onset of compressor stall is a random event, which cannot be precisely predicted. Therefore, the DPIV sequence acquisition was initiated before the compressor went into surge, capturing images of the flow field during the evolution of stall precursors, rotating stall, and surge. PIV image data were asynchronously acquired throughout the full range of the stall/surge process. A separate computer was used to digitize the signals from the dynamic pressure transducers and the Nd:YAG laser Q-switch trigger signals. Triggering the Nd:YAG laser Q-switch produces the pulsed output. The Q-switches are only fired when image data is being acquired from the cross-correlation CCD camera. The digitized laser Q-switch trigger and dynamic pressure signals were examined to determine when a PIV image pair acquisition coincided with the passage of a stall precursor or a surge event. This data acquisition strategy therefore enabled a posteriori synchronization of the PIV data with the compressor stall events.

The commercial PIV system used to collect the data offers on-line data visualization capabilities that are extremely useful for optimizing the experiment parameters. However, the commercial system lacked some features necessary to expedite processing the large volumes (gigabytes) of data acquired in this measurement program. A custom Windows 95/NT application interface based cross-correlation data processing program was written to process the large volumes of data in batch mode, automating many steps that would otherwise have to be done manually. The FORTRAN based data reduction software incorporated left/right image reversal correction, image gain scaling, region of interest processing, fuzzy logic data validation and on-line graphical display of the velocity vector maps as they are processed, Wernet (1999).

5.0 Results and Discussion

5.1 Light Sheet Probe and Flow Seeding

The light sheet probe worked very well for providing the requisite 13×1 mm light sheet with minimal scattering from the diffuser vanes and impeller. The light sheet probe was located in insertion port #3 for all of the raw and processed DPIV image data shown in this work. The normal seed particle concentration obtained in the diffuser region was approximately 8 particles/mm³. During compressor surge, the seed particle concentration in the diffuser increased by nearly an order of magnitude over the stable operating point seed concentration. A sample single exposure PIV image illustrating the very high concentration of seeding obtained during compressor surge is shown in figure 3. The diffuser vanes have been overdrawn in white to highlight their locations in the image. The impeller is also observed on the right side of the figure. The alumina powder did not adhere to the glass surfaces, as was observed by the lack of seed material buildup on the optical access port window and light sheet probe exit window. The optical access port and probe exit window only remained clean if the seeder was turned on after the compressor was operated at its design speed long enough for the casing temperature to reach thermal equilibrium. At design conditions the tip clearance gap is 0.4 mm and the compressor casing temperature near the diffuser reaches 175 °C. If the seeder was turned on at less than design speed then the optical access ports became coated with seed material in a matter of seconds. Hence, the seeder was only operated after the compressor had reached design speed and thermal equilibrium.
5.2 Anatomy of Compressor Surge

The compressor was operated just above stall at approximately 4.26 kg/s mass flow and 21,750 rpm. The camera field of view for the DPIV measurements was approximately 61×61 mm, yielding a spatial resolution of 61 μm/pixel. Image frame pairs were acquired with an intra-frame time of 1.8 μs. The data were processed using 64×64 pixel sub-regions, subregion image shifting and with 75 percent overlap to ensure that high quality velocity vector maps with minimal data dropout were obtained. Particle image displacements ranged from 0 to over 16 pixels for the data presented here. Velocity measurements were obtained at 12, 30, 50, 90 and 95 percent span (0 percent span is at the hub, while 100 percent span is at the casing) on both the suction and pressure sides of the diffuser channel.

The compressor was driven into stall by restricting the flow in the compressor via the downstream collector valve. After the compressor entered stall the collector valve was then reopened to allow the compressor to recover. Approximately 3-5 surge cycles occurred between entering and exiting surge. As described above, the dynamic pressure transducer measurements were used to reconcile the acquired DPIV image data with the time evolution of the rotating stall and surge events. Both the laser Q-switch trigger signals and pressure transducer signals were digitized at a 3 kHz sampling rate for a period of 15 seconds. The DPIV image sequence acquisition lasted about 10 seconds. The data were acquired by first starting the pressure signal digitization. Then the DPIV image sequence acquisition was initiated (this ensured that the DPIV data was contained within the 15 second pressure data record). While these measurements were being acquired, the collector valve was closed down, driving the compressor into surge.

A section of the digitized signals from the laser Q-switch trigger and the #3 pressure transducer signal (located in the diffuser throat region) are shown in figure 4. DPIV image acquisition and Kulite signal digitization both preceded and followed the surge events. The spiked signals represent the laser Q-switch trigger pulses, and hence pulsed laser output. The observed spacing between laser firings is slightly irregular, since the once-per-rev signal from the compressor was used to initiate the laser firing. The compressor surge events are illustrated by the large high to low pressure fluctuations observed in the data. Surge events were differentiated from rotating stall by the simultaneous occurrence of large high to low pressure fluctuations on all three dynamic pressure transducers located in the diffuser. The stable operating point pressure in the diffuser throat was approximately 280 kPa and the observed surge fluctuations contained peak pressure levels of 540 kPa and minimum pressure readings of 170 kPa. Each surge cycle consists of an initial large spike in pressure in the diffuser. The increasing backpressure caused by closing down the collector valve decreases the mass flow, which results in flow separation on both the pressure and suction sides of the diffuser passage. As will be shown in the discussion below, an indication of low momentum fluid on the pressure side of the passage is observed at the bottom portion of the velocity vector plot in figure 5A. Other velocity vector data (not shown here) obtained using optical insertion port #2 revealed an even larger low momentum region on the suction side of the diffuser passage. The low momentum flow on both sides of the passage reduces the effective flow area in the diffuser. The impeller pumps against the blockage that develops in the diffuser, which we believe leads to the large rise in pressure at the start of the surge event. The pressure in the diffuser increases until the impeller can no longer work against the developed head. At this point the high pressure fluid in the diffuser rushes back upstream into the vaneless space, resulting in a
sharp drop in pressure in the diffuser. The pressure then slowly recovers from the minimum value back to the stable operating point pressure level before the next surge cycle begins. The frequency of the surge cycles is approximately 3 Hz. The impeller makes roughly 100 revolutions during each surge cycle. The stable operating pressure level before the surge event is higher than the pressure level following surge since the collector valve has been opened up wider than the pre-stall position to allow quick recovery. An indication of rotating stall in the pressure trace shown in figure 4 is observed in the steadily increasing amplitude of the sinusoidal variation of the pressure readings just prior to the first surge cycle. The frequency of the rotating stall cells is approximately 29 Hz. The lifetime of the rotating stall cells is directly influenced by the rate at which the collector valve is closed. Our goal was to capture both rotating stall and surge events within the 10 second PIV system data acquisition window. As a result, not much rotating stall information prior to the onset of surge is contained in the pressure data.

The dynamic pressure transducer data enabled the DPIV measurements to be reconciled with the surge events passing through the DPIV measurement location. Our collection of PIV measurements over hundreds of surge cycles indicate that the flow features measured during the surge cycles are repeatable with respect to the time of occurrence within the surge cycle. Figure 5 shows a surge cycle pressure fluctuation and four processed DPIV velocity vector maps. The four velocity vector maps in figure 5 are from different surge cycles. A representative dynamic pressure trace is shown at the top of figure 5 where four laser Q-switch trigger pulses are also displayed. The four spikes (labeled A, B, C, and D) mark the relative location of the PIV image acquisitions during the surge event. The independent PIV velocity fields have been referenced onto this representative pressure trace using the pressure minimum of the individual pressure trace data for the independent surge cycles as a common timing reference point. In the velocity vector plots, the x-direction corresponds primarily to the compressor radial coordinate, while the y-direction corresponds primarily to the circumferential compressor coordinate. The black velocity vectors are overlaid on a color contour plot of the velocity vector magnitudes, which enhances the changes in flow magnitude. The impeller wheel and blades are shown on the right side of the plots, along with a reference vector near the top of the plots. The image synchronization technique breaks down during the surge event since the radical changes in compressor loading cause deviations in the rotational speed of the impeller, which also affects the triggering of the DPIV system. The loss of synchronization is manifested in the impeller blades being captured at random positions. Figure 5A shows the velocity field at a stable operating mass flow just above surge at 90 percent span. At this stable operating condition just above surge, the high speed flow outside of the diffuser is observed to slow significantly as it enters the diffuser, indicating that diffuser stall is eminent. At the bottom of figure 5A we observe that the low momentum flow that develops from both the suction and pressure sides of the diffuser passage has grown large enough to span the full passage width. As mentioned above, we believe that this low momentum fluid provides the blockage that results in the sharp pressure rise at the start of the surge cycle.

The impeller builds pressure against the blockage in the diffuser until the impeller can no longer pump against the developed head. At this point in the surge cycle, the high pressure fluid built up in the diffuser flows back upstream into the vaneless space. Two main factors influence the characteristics of the reversing flow. During backflow, the diffuser vane passage acts as a 1-D nozzle. In the absence of the impeller and with a steady-state ΔP from diffuser throat to exit, we
would expect to see an accelerating flow in the diffuser vane passage with the maximum velocity occurring at the throat of the diffuser. However, the pressure gradient along the diffuser passage is changing with time, therefore, the magnitude of the reversing flow will be a function of the driving pressure gradient in the diffuser, which is in turn a function of time (or where we are in the surge cycle). Secondly, the backflowing fluid appears to occur in waves or packets. These packets are best described as transitions from low to high velocity within the diffuser. The high velocity packet fronts appeared to be correlated with the passing impeller blade positions. Potential pressure fields emanate from the impeller blades. They also can be generated at the diffuser vane leading edge due to the high incidence angles that occur during surge. The strength of these potential pressure fields (which will be referred to here as pressure waves) drops off exponentially away from the blades. These pressure waves appear to interact with the backflowing fluid in the diffuser. The character of the reversing flow exiting the diffuser is influenced by the relative orientation of the impeller blades and hence the pressure waves relative to the diffuser vane leading edge. In the data shown below, we are able to identify the time of the PIV image acquisitions with respect to the time dependent pressure gradient along the diffuser; however, the impeller is still captured at random orientations relative to the diffuser vane leading edge.

The velocity data shown in figures 5B-D was obtained at 95 percent span. In order to enhance the details of the lower dynamic range flow, the color scale and vector magnitudes in figures 5B-D is different from the data in figure 5A. Figure 5B shows the flow field corresponding to the highest pressure condition in the diffuser, where the packet velocities range from 50 to 225 m/s. Under these conditions, the highest velocity flow (denoted by red/pink region) is observed just at the diffuser throat. Flare light around the diffuser vane leading edge is the source of the data dropout in the leading edge region. The flow is observed to turn sharply as it clears the diffuser vane leading edge and flow up into the vaneless space. Two impeller blades are observed in this figure. The pressure wave from the upper blade is seen to be encroaching on the high velocity fluid exiting the diffuser and a complete flow reversal is observed just behind the upper blade’s pressure wave. The lower blade is also observed to have an effect on the flow deep into the diffuser. The high velocity front of the lower fluid packet in the diffuser appears to be correlated with the lower blade position.

In figure 5C, the pressure trace data indicates that the DPIV image data were acquired on the falling edge of the high pressure spike, at a point roughly equal to the stable operating point pressure level. The pressure gradient driving the flow is smaller than in the case of the flow shown in figure 5B. The processed velocity vector map shows moderate velocity fluid packets, 30 to 150 m/s, and the phase fronts of the fluid packets (orange/yellow region) are still correlated with the impeller blade locations. Again the flow is observed to turn sharply as it clears the diffuser vane and flow up into the vaneless space. In this image, the impeller blade is below the vane tip and the flow is leisurely turning into the vaneless space. Recall that the characteristics of the instantaneous flow field are influenced by the relative strength of the pressure gradient along the diffuser and the impeller circumferential orientation at the time of the PIV image acquisition. Therefore, each instantaneous velocity vector map will be unique unless the instantaneous pressure gradient along the diffuser and impeller orientation are identical, which is not the case for any of the data presented here.
Figure 5D shows the backflowing condition near the end of the high pressure spike, just before the pressure in the diffuser makes the sharp drop to its lowest point. At this point in the surge event it appears that the pressure gradient driving the reverse flow has reached equilibrium with the head developed by the impeller. Here we see that in each fluid packet the flow velocity starts out at approximately 0 m/s and accelerates up to about 70 m/s. The high velocity front of the fluid packet is aligned with the pressure surface of the impeller blade. The fluid exiting the diffuser turns sharply to the right and flows into the constricted region of the vaneless space defined by the pressure wave from the upper blade and the vane leading edge. The fluid packet corresponding to the lower blade is slightly lagging behind the blade. These reverse flow vector plots represent the general character of the over 100 DPIV image frames that were acquired depicting backflow in the diffuser passage. Additional DPIV measurements at 12, 30 and 50 percent span during compressor surge verified that the backflow condition shown here spans the entire diffuser vane passage from hub to tip. Therefore, the 90 and 95 percent span data shown here in figures 5 and 6 are generally representative of the full passage reversing flow field during surge.

Figure 6 shows the surge cycle pressure fluctuation and four processed DPIV velocity vector maps acquired at 90 percent span as the compressor recovers from surge. The four velocity vector maps are again from different data sets, combined here to illustrate the evolution of the flow during the low pressure portion of the surge cycle. The four spikes (labeled E, F, G, and H) in the pressure data plot mark the relative location of the image acquisitions during recovery from the surge event. Note that the velocity scales in figures 6E-F are different than those in figures 6G-H to again better accentuate the flow features. As shown by the results in figure 5, the backflow condition appears to last in the diffuser until the pressure reaches the point marked by laser pulse E in figure 6. Prior to this point the pressure has been gradually falling in the diffuser. However, at laser pulse E we observe an almost instantaneous 70 kPa drop in pressure. At this point in the surge cycle forward flow appears to reestablish in the diffuser.

Figure 6E shows the velocity field at laser firing pulse E, corresponding to the point just prior to the minimum in pressure in the diffuser. The sharp drop in pressure causes a rush of air to flow into the diffuser. As shown in the velocity vector map, the diffuser throat acts as a convergent/divergent nozzle and supersonic flow with velocities on the order of 550 m/s (corresponding to an absolute Mach number of 1.5) is obtained within the diffuser. Although this Mach number is based on the stable operating point temperature in the diffuser throat, any temperature variations during surge would have minimal impact on the local Mach number. Just below the supersonic shock front a region of nearly stagnant flow is observed (indicated by the blue/green region). This stagnated region is the last remnant of the reversed flow shown in figure 5D, which occurs near the end of the high pressure portion of the surge cycle. The existence of the low momentum flow (region of irregular seeding) is readily observed on the pressure side of the diffuser passage in the raw DPIV image shown in figure 3. The apparent lack of seed in this stagnated region lends further evidence that this is low pressure air (hence low density and low seed particle concentration) left over from the reverse flow state.

Figure 6F shows the highest velocity flow that was observed during the low pressure condition in the diffuser. The DPIV image acquisition corresponds to the laser Q-switch trigger pulse F indicated in the pressure trace plot at the top of figure 6. The location of the laser Q-switch trigger
pulse relative to the Kulite #3 signal shows that the DPIV image pair has been acquired a short
time after the lowest pressure was recorded at the diffuser throat. The maximum velocity achieved
at this condition was 625 m/s, corresponding to an absolute flow Mach number of 1.7. The
relatively uniform flow outside of the diffuser steadily accelerates as it enters the diffuser throat.
The propagation of the shock front (pink colored region) is readily observed just above the low
velocity flow region (green/yellow region). Figure 6F shows the last remnants of the low velocity
region in the diffuser (near the bottom of the image). This region is smaller and further down in
the diffuser than in the velocity field shown in figure 6E. Figures 6E-H illustrates the start of the
process which reestablishes forward flow and pressure recovery within the diffuser prior to the
next surge cycle.

Figures 6G and H show the velocity field in the diffuser as the pressure continues to recover
from the minimum level. This gradual pressure rise is the longest portion of the surge cycle.
Figure 6G corresponds to the point where the pressure has recovered from the pressure minima to
approximately 80 percent of the stable operating point value and shows a region of high speed
flow still down inside the diffuser. The flow in the diffuser is no longer supersonic, but is relaxing
back to the stable operating point conditions as the pressure recovers. Figure 6H shows the flow
field when the pressure has recovered to nearly the stable operation level. In this vector plot the
flow closely resembles the stable operating point flow shown in figure 5A, where the high speed
flow is mostly outside of the diffuser. The collection of velocity vector plots in figures 5 and 6
describe the changes in the flow occurring within a single surge cycle in the diffuser of this
centrifugal compressor. The plots in figure 6 were obtained at 90 percent span, and in general
depict the flow features occurring during the last half of the surge cycle. Future efforts will be
devoted to examining the reestablishing flow in the diffuser at more span locations in order to
identify more subtle variations in the flow.

We have no conclusive evidence that the flow reversing in the diffuser flows all the way out
through the front of the impeller. The data shown here on the pressure side of the diffuser passage
does not actually show the reversed flow going up through the impeller. Other PIV data collected
on the suction side of the diffuser passage (which is not shown here) shows that during surge, the
reverse flow propagates into the vaneless space towards the impeller, but not actually into the
impeller. The lack of conclusive evidence of the flow reversing through the impeller may only be
the result of not capturing the surge flow at the right instant in time.

We have several pieces of evidence that may lead us to believe that the fluid from the diffuser
may actually reverse all the way up and out of the impeller. Evidence of flow reversal at the front
of the impeller is given in figure 7. Here we have plotted static pressure data from Kulites #3 (in
the diffuser throat) and #4 (at the impeller inlet) during several surge cycles. The pressure traces
show that a pressure disturbance is detected at the impeller inlet a short time (10 ms) after the
pressure spike is observed in the diffuser. The static pressure rise at the inlet (peaking at
approximately 120 kPa) is higher than the stable operating point plenum static pressure of 83 kPa,
which indicates that fluid is being expelled out of the impeller during surge. The inlet total
pressure into the impeller is atmospheric, or 100 kPa. If the flow exiting the impeller were to be
suddenly stopped (as in the case of the blockage that occurs during surge) then the pressure at the
inlet would not be expected to exceed 100 kPa. However, the measured peak static pressure of
120 kPa at the inlet during surge indicates that the high pressure fluid that built up in the diffuser must have expanded back out through the impeller. Note that the pressure disturbance at the inlet terminates, indicating a return to stable operating point flow conditions, when the pressure in the diffuser reaches a minimum.

A second compelling indication of full flow reversal was obtained by taking additional PIV measurements upstream of the impeller. A small LDV optical access port in the casing, which can be seen in figure 1, enabled PIV image data to be obtained 25 mm upstream from the impeller at 10 percent span. The light sheet was introduced via a removable casing plug located 180° from top dead center. The stable operating point seed particle concentration upstream of the impeller is very low (6 particles/mm³) compared to the concentration in the high pressure diffuser region, but still sufficient to obtain correlation results. The PIV measurement results are shown in figure 8, where the measured flow region is small (28x28 mm) due to the 25 mm diameter optical access port. The blade profiles and spacing at the measurement plane are shown on the left side of the plots and the velocity data are shown in the absolute reference frame. The horizontal axis corresponds to the axial position upstream of the impeller and the vertical axis corresponds to the radial position relative to the impeller centerline. The flow is from right to left and the impeller is rotating from top to bottom. A reference vector is shown in the plots along with the axial location of Kulite #4. The PIV data in figure 8a show a uniform 105 m/s flow entering the impeller under stable operating conditions. The region of missing velocity vectors is due to flare light from the impeller centerbody. During a surge event, as the pressure starts to rise in the impeller inlet, the low seed concentration flow slows and starts to turn in the direction of rotation of the impeller. As the pressure peaks at the inlet, the flow reverses out of the impeller and moves tangentially with the impeller, as depicted in figure 8b. The magnitude of the reversing flow at this condition is approximately 50 m/s. The fluid reversing out of the impeller contains a factor of 5 more seed particles (33 particles/mm³) than the stable operating point flow entering the impeller, which agrees with the high seed concentration observed in the diffuser region during the reverse flow condition. This suggests that the fluid coming out of the impeller originates in the diffuser, not in the impeller. After the flow reversal there appears to be a brief period where the flow moves in a direction opposite the impeller rotation direction. At this point we cannot offer an explanation for this phenomena, but it has been measured on several occasions. After this counter-rotating flow is observed, the flow quickly resumes the uniform stable operating point flow profile.

The 3 kHz sampling rate used to digitize the signals from the Kulites is insufficient to prove that the pressure waves from the impeller blades are correlated with the fluid packets observed in the diffuser. The highest sampling rate at which the Kulite signals could be digitized with the computer based A/D board was 10 kHz. The minimum sampling rate to avoid aliasing of pressure disturbances phase locked to the impeller blade passing frequency of 10,875 Hz would be at least 22 kHz. A high speed digital storage oscilloscope was therefore used to record a pressure surge cycle from Kulite #3 at a sampling rate of 25 kHz. The recorded Kulite signal showed a high frequency oscillation (on the order of 10.8 kHz) on top of the low frequency surge waveform. These high frequency oscillations confirm that the pressure waves from the blades are strong enough to significantly impact the character of the reversing flow during the high to low pressure transition portion of the surge cycle. We therefore believe that the observed wave packets within the reversing flow originate from the interaction of the pressure waves and the reversing flow.
The computer based A/D system was then used to digitize the signals from Kulite #3 at 10 kHz. The data are obviously aliased, but we have the information from the digital oscilloscope to confirm the actual frequency of the blade wakes. The 10 kHz sampled Kulite signal is shown in figure 9. Figure 9a shows a series of surge cycles. Figure 9b shows an expanded region of the pressure measurements (region outlined by dashed box) from T = 3.8 to 3.9 seconds, or one surge cycle. The data clearly show the presence of the pressure waves on the rising and falling edges of the high pressure portion of the surge cycle. Hence, the influence of the pressure waves only appears to be significant during the period of reverse flow in the diffuser. Although no valid frequency information can be gleaned from these measurements, the amplitude of the pressure fluctuations is observed to be roughly ±35 kPa during the high to low pressure transition of the surge cycle. These pressure fluctuations essentially disappear at the pressure minimum of the surge cycle, which appears to be the point where forward flow is reestablished in the diffuser.

6.0 Conclusions

Successful DPIV measurements have been obtained in a high speed centrifugal compressor yielding instantaneous snapshots of the complex flow fields occurring during compressor surge. High frequency response pressure transducer signals were used to reconcile the DPIV image data with the evolution of the compressor surge event. Light sheet illumination was obtained by inserting a light sheet generating probe through the collector housing downstream of the measurement location. Global seeding of the flow with alumina yielded sufficiently high seed particle concentrations to support correlation data reduction. Seed material contamination of the optical access port and light sheet generating probe was not significant.

Previous investigations of surge in compressors had to rely only on dynamic pressure data as an indicator of the flow conditions within the compressor. DPIV has been shown to be a remarkably powerful technique for capturing instantaneous flow field phenomena, enabling a study of the time evolution of flow variations occurring during the compressor surge cycle. The dynamic pressure data illustrate that a typical surge event consists of high pressure spike followed by a sharp drop in pressure and then a slow recovery back to the stable operating point pressure. DPIV measurements indicate that a significant low momentum fluid blockage develops in the diffuser at a stable operating point just above the stalling mass flow. With a further constriction of the mass flow, the blockage in the diffuser appears to cause the large pressure spike observed at the start of the surge cycle. Furthermore, the DPIV measurements show that at the peak of the high pressure spike, the flow in the diffuser completely reverses and flows up into the vaneless space, indicating a failure of the impeller to maintain the developed head. At the point of minimum pressure in the diffuser, forward flow is reestablished in the form of a supersonic shock front that propagates back down through the diffuser. The supersonic shock front forces the remnants of the reversing flow out of the diffuser. As the pressure slowly recovers in the diffuser, the high speed flow subsides and the flow field approaches the stable operating point conditions of high speed flow entering the diffuser and low speed flow within the diffuser. High seed particle concentration flow was noted to occur in the diffuser during the period of reverse flow. High seed particle concentration fluid is also observed to exit the front of the impeller during surge. PIV measurements also showed reverse flow exiting the impeller inlet. We cannot conclusively say
that full flow reversal occurs throughout the diffuser/impeller, but the evidence compels us to believe that it may be possible. The DPIV image data also indicates that the reverse flow occurring during compressor surge is influenced by the pressure waves emanating from the passing impeller blades. After the DPIV data alerted us to the existence of the pressure waves influencing the reversing flow, high frequency dynamic pressure data were collected which confirmed that ±34 kPa pressure fluctuations are caused by pressure waves emanating from the impeller blades. These pressure waves in turn cause the wave packets observed in the reversing flow within the diffuser.

Combined DPIV and transient pressure measurements are helping us to understand pre-stall and pre-surge phenomena occurring in the compressor. In the data presented here, the compressor was quickly transitioned into surge within the DPIV image acquisition window, which did not allow for significant data acquisition during stall inception processes. Our future work will concentrate on operating the compressor in a sustained rotating stall condition during which DPIV data will be obtained. These measurements will concentrate on the precursive events that grow into large amplitude rotating stall and surge. Flow measurements of the stall precursors should significantly contribute to our understanding of the mechanisms leading up to compressor surge. Both the stable operating and unstable operating flow field data obtained in this work will be used to optimize the location of air injection ports for active control of rotating stall and surge. The ultimate goal of this work is the successful stabilization of the compressor for operation beyond its normal surge limit. Active stall control allows the compressor to achieve peak performance while maintaining adequate surge margin. Successful measurement and analysis of the stalling flow is the first step towards achieving this goal.
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Figure 1.—Schematic cross section of centrifugal compressor facility. Optical access port and CCD camera mounting configuration are shown. Light sheet insertion and recession into compressor casing are also illustrated.

Figure 2.—Schematic drawing of vaned diffuser and impeller showing the optical viewing port, light sheet probe insertion locations, light sheet extents and Kulite locations.
Figure 3.—Sample single exposure DPIV image obtained from the centrifugal compressor rig. The diffuser vanes have been overdrawn on the image to accentuate their extents and the pressure (PS) and suction surfaces (SS) have been labeled.

Figure 4.—Sample of the digitized Kulite #3 signal along with the laser Q-switch trigger signals (narrow spikes) showing a complete surge event.
Figure 5.—Pressure time history measured using Kulite #3 during a surge event is shown across top, where the labeled laser Q-switch trigger signals indicate time location in surge cycle of each respective velocity vector plot (velocity scale in plot A is not the same as the scales in plots B-D). (A) normal flow before the onset of surge; (B) reverse flow field at peak of high pressure surge cycle; (C) reverse flow field on the falling edge of the high pressure surge cycle; (D) reverse flow at the transition between the high pressure and low pressure portion of the surge cycle.
Figure 6.—Pressure time history during a surge event is shown across top, where the labeled laser Q-switch trigger signals indicate time location in surge cycle of each respective velocity vector plot (velocity scales in plots E and F are the same, scales in plots G and H are the same). (E) initiation of forward flow in the diffuser; (F) minimum pressure and peak velocity in diffuser; (G) pressure recovery and flow deceleration in the diffuser; (H) end of surge cycle and return to presurge conditions observed in Fig. 5A.
Figure 7.—Pressure traces for Kulites #3 (diffuser throat) and #4 (25 mm upstream of the impeller) during a surge event.

Figure 8.—PIV measurements (absolute reference frame) of the flow upstream of the impeller obtained at 10% span. (a) Steady flow field prior to surge; (b) reversing flow at the instant of peak static pressure observed at Kulite #4.
Figure 9.—Kulite #3 signal digitized at 10 kHz, yielding an aliased dynamic pressure signal. (a) time record of several surge cycles; (b) expanded time record of the dashed box region from Fig. 9a.
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Compressor stall is a catastrophic breakdown of the flow in a compressor, which can lead to a loss of engine power, large pressure transients in the inlet/nacelle, and engine flameout. The implementation of active or passive strategies for controlling rotating stall and surge can significantly extend the stable operating range of a compressor without substantially sacrificing performance. It is crucial to identify the dynamic changes occurring in the flow field prior to rotating stall and surge in order to successfully control these events. Generally, pressure transducer measurements are made to capture the transient response of a compressor prior to rotating stall. In this investigation, Digital Particle Imaging Velocimetry (DPIV) is used in conjunction with dynamic pressure transducers to simultaneously capture transient velocity and pressure measurements in the non-stationary flow field during compressor surge. DPIV is an instantaneous, planar measurement technique which is ideally suited for studying transient flow phenomena in high speed turbomachinery and has been used previously to successfully map the stable operating point flow field in the diffuser of a high speed centrifugal compressor. Through the acquisition of both DPIV images and transient pressure data, the time evolution of the unsteady flow during surge is revealed.